The Tenses
Active simple
Simple Present

Present Tense

Past Tense

Present Perfect

Past Perfect

Future

Future II

Conditional

Active continuous/progressive
Present Progressive

Passive simple
Simple Present Passive

Present Progressive Passive

S+verb(conj.)

S+be(conj.)+verb(present participle)

S+be(conj.)+verb(past participle)

S+be(conj.)+being+verb(past participle)

I drive
He drives

I am driving
He is driving

I am driven
He is driven

I am being driven
He is being driven

S+verb(past)

S+was/were+verb(present participle)

S+was/were+verb(past participle)

S+was/were+being+verb(past participle)

I drove
He drove

I was driving
You were driving

I was driven
He was driven / You were driven

I was being driven
He was / You were being driven

S+have(conj.)+verb(past participle)

S+have(conj.)+been+verb(present participle)

S+have(conj.)+been+verb(past participle)

S+have(conj.)+been+being+verb(past participle)

I have driven
He has driven

I have been driving
He has been driving

I have been driven
He has been driven

I have been being driven
He has been being driven

S+had+verb(past participle)

S+had+been+verb(present participle)

S+had+been+verb(past participle)

S+had+been+being+verb(past participle)

I had driven
He had driven

I had been driving
He had been driving

I had been driven
He had been driven

I had been being driven
He had been being driven

S+will+verb(inf.)

S+will+be+verb(present participle)

S+will+be+verb(past participle)

I will drive
He will drive

I will be driving
He will be driving

I will be driven
He will be driven

S+will+have+verb(past participle)

S+will+have+been+verb(present participle)

I will have driven
He will have driven

I will have been driving
He will have been driving

S+would+verb(inf.)

S+would+be+verb(present participle)

S+would+be+verb(past participle)

I would drive
He would drive

I would be driving
He would be driving

I would be driven
He would be driven

S+would+have+verb(past participle)

Conditional II

Passive continuous/progressive

I would have driven
He would have driven

Inf.
Conj.
Past
Past participle
Present participle

= Verb in the infinitive
= Verb has to be conjugated according to the subject
= Verb in the 2nd form
= Verb in the 3rd form
= Verb in the continuous/progressive form

